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Understand how your
battery behaves and take
the appropriate action
Saft’s collection of training programs provides professional users with all the knowledge and
skills needed to safely install, operate and maintain battery equipment and systems. All of
our training courses include theory and hands-on practice delivered by expert trainers.

How can battery training help you?

- Help you take control of associated operational costs

The “battery step by step” training
course helped me in a number of ways,
including structuring the knowledge
I already had and teaching me how
to install and maintain our battery.

- Provide an immediate return on your training investment.

Chief engineer at an onshore oil & gas plant

- Enhance the security and performance of your applications
- Ensure that your maintenance teams are empowered to carry
out correct and precise operations without incurring
unnecessary down-time and outages
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Why should you come to Saft for training?
Master

Practice

- Effective programs delivered by Saft’s
training professionals who are also
battery and application experts

- Hands on practical training with
real-life equipment that instills the
essential confidence required by all
service providers

- A robust knowledge of all the key
operating principles of a specific
battery product

Share

- Comprehensive programs designed
to maximize operational battery
performance in complete safety

- A high level of student interaction and
participation that ensures the
program’s effectiveness and relevance

- Control of associated operational
costs and the optimization of service
life

- An exchange of knowledge with experts
and peers to keep up to date with
industry trends and developments

The course gave me the
confidence to use these
new maintenance practices
and hopefully improve the
availability of my Li-ion
storage system.
A solar PV installer in Germany
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Training direct from
the battery experts

Saft trainers offer a wealth of application expertise
and field experience combined with battery knowhow
and design knowledge that comes direct from the
manufacturer. That enables them to deliver the
practical, focused training programs your operational
teams need to have complete confidence that they
can intervene safely on any type of challenge during
battery system operation. Our mastering of complex
Li-ion technology provides you with everything you
need to know about these modern energy systems
and their key operating principles.

Gain the right qualification
- The training session concludes with an “Attendance
Certificate” that reflects the progress made by the participants
- Our courses are accepted by the FAA with credit towards
Inspection Authorization (IA) renewal
-“Refresh ” training courses are also available to bring your
teams right up to date with the latest industry developments.

Safety comes first for your maintenance
operators
- Provide them with full knowledge of safety rules and
ensure they know how to apply them
- Help them understand electrical hazards and associated risks

Excellent tutors involved the whole

- Build understanding of why they must comply with
requirements for protection.

group and were able to use practical
examples to back up theory.

Your feedback counts
Your satisfaction is the only thing that counts for us.

Program manager at a leading

We carry out a survey at the end of each training session.

telecommunications operator in Asia

This allows us to continuously improve and deliver high
quality programs according to market expectations and
customer needs.
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We feel safer and more confident
with Saft’s Li-ion technology for the A350
battery after this training.
Airline battery shop technician

Training
is a constant
process
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Saft training portfolio
Aviation

Energy
Storage
System
Li-ion

Railway

Standby

Telecom

Course reference
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Aviation Ni-Cd,
BMB - Battery Maintenance Basics

OM - AVIA - Ni-Cd
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Aviation Ni-Cd,
BMT - Battery Maintenance Training

FD - AVIA - Ni-Cd
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Aviation Li-ion,
LBT - Li-ion Battery Training

OM - AVIA - Li-ion

8

ESS Li-ion containerized & rack-mounted systems
Advanced - Operation & Maintenance

OM- CTZ- Li-ion
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Li-ion, Basic – Battery Fundamentals

FD- GEN1 - Li-ion
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Railway Ni-Cd, Basic - Battery Fundamentals

FD - RAIL - Ni-Cd
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Railway Ni-Cd, Advanced - Operation & Maintenance

OM - RAIL - Ni-Cd
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Standby Ni-Cd, Basic - Battery Fundamentals

FD - STA - Ni-Cd
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Standby Ni-Cd, Advanced - Operation & Maintenance

OM - STA - Ni-Cd
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Telecom Ni-Cd (Tel.X),
Advanced - Operation & Maintenance

OM - TEL - Ni-Cd
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Telecom Li-ion (Evolion®),
Advanced - Operation & Maintenance

OM - TEL - Li-ion
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FD: Fundamentals

Saft training
on demand
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OM: Operation & Maintenance

Saft also offers customized training course to match your specific needs. Before conducting 
a specialized course, our training department will work with you to maximize the relevance 
of the course content to your equipment, operations & maintenance practices.

Aviation Ni-Cd

BMT - Battery Maintenance Training
BMB - Battery Maintenance Basics
Our training program provides professional users with all necessary knowledge to gain maximum autonomy in the
maintenance and repair operations of Ni-Cd aviation batteries. The goal is to operate aircraft safely on a daily basis
without incurring maintenance related flight delays or cancellations.

Audience

Place

Airlines, MROs, operators, technicians

- At Saft sites: Bordeaux (France) and
Valdosta (USA)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
BMB - Battery Maintenance Basics

BMT - Battery Maintenance Training

• Basic electrochemistry
• Safety rules
• Required documents & tools
• Measures & maintenance
• Failures
• Charging & discharging
• Types of maintenance
• Operations & prevention
• Test (Certificate of completion
for basic training)

• Theory of Ni-Cd battery
• Safety rules
• Basic electrochemistry
• Battery designation & maintenance
• Required documents & tools
• Diagnosis & failures
• Charging & discharging
• Hands-on

1 day training package
Code: FD – AVIA – Ni-Cd

• Type of maintenance
• Periodical & regular check
• General overhaul
• Prevention
• Environment
• Test (Certificate of completion )
• Saft manufacturing facility visit*

2 day training package

*For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France

Code: OM – AVIA – Ni-Cd
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Aviation Li-ion

LBT - Li-ion Battery Training

Our training program provides professional users with all the necessary knowledge to be autonomous in the safe
maintenance and operation of aviation Li-ion batteries during their life-cycle as well as to be able to identify the
events/critical operating scenarios which can require Saft’s technical expertise. The goal is to operate aircraft safely
on a daily basis without incurring maintenance related flight delays or cancellations.

Audience

Place

Airliners, MROs operators and
distributors, technicians & engineers

- At Saft sites: Bordeaux (France)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
LBT - Li-ion Battery Training

Theoretical section
• Li-ion technology
• Safety concept
• Li-ion A350 battery
• BattCARE® (GSE) description
• Operational phase
Hands-on training
• Presentation of battery
& battCARE®
• Charge/discharge with
battCARE®
• BattCARE® diagnostic
• Periodic tests
• Default analysis (alarm
diagnostic)

Theoretical section
• Storage
• Alarms
• Helpdesk
• Instructions for battery return
• Test (certificate of completion)
• Saft manufacturing facility visit*

2 day training package
Code: OM – AVIA – Li-ion
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For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France

ESS Li-ion containerized &
rack-mounted energy storage systems
Our training program aims to provide professional users with all necessary knowledge to be autonomous in the correct
and precise maintenance operations for the battery, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning) and FSS (Fire
Suppression System).

Audience

Place

Saft’s O&M customer teams
and service partners

- At Saft sites: Bordeaux* (France)
and Jacksonville (USA)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
Advanced training course: Operation & Maintenance
Battery fundamentals
• Key product features (design/
technical/electrical) & benefits
• Saft Li-ion technology versus lead
and other Li-ion technologies
• Battery system architecture
(modules, components, soft)
• Fire Suppression System (FSS)
and Heating, Ventilation and
Air-Conditioning (HVAC)
• Battery use safety and standards
• Warranty conditions
• Preventive maintenance level 1 + 2

Operation and
maintenance
Theoretical section
• Troubleshooting
• Corrective maintenance level 1 + 2
Hands on training
• CAN bus operations (TPDO
understanding, emission/reception of
RPDO/SDO)
• Conduct operations on the diagnostic
tools
• Switch opening/closing tests
• Charge/discharge tests
• SMU replacement
• Module replacement
• BMM replacement
• MBMM replacement

2 day training package

*For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France

Code: OM – CTZ – Li-ion
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Li-ion battery systems
Our training program aims to help professional users build a robust knowledge on the key operating principles
of Li-ion battery technology, as a first step for more in depth Saft Li-ion training.

Audience

Place

No prerequisites are required
to attend the training

- At Saft sites: Bordeaux* (France),
Poitiers (France), Jacksonville and
Cockeysville (USA)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
Basic training course: Battery fundamentals
Battery fundamentals
• Battery history
• Battery fundamentals
• Cell manufacturing
• Electrical features
• Saft Li-ion system general design principles
• Battery use safety rules
• Transport and environment
• Quiz
• Factory visit - when training is held at a Saft site

1 day training package
Code: FD-GEN1-Li-ion
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*For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France

Railway Ni-Cd batteries
Our training program aims to help professional users learn the fundamentals of railway Ni-Cd batteries and
acquire the necessary skills on how to operate and maintain railway battery systems (e.g. in a raft).

Audience

Place

Saft’s customers and partners operating in
typical railway applications such as auxiliary
back-up on board, all types of rolling stock

- At Saft sites: Bordeaux* (France) and
Jacksonville (USA)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
Basic training course:
Battery fundamentals
Battery fundamentals
• Ni-Cd battery fundamentals
& technology
• Battery electrical characteristics
• Charge and discharge modes
• Safety rules
• Schedule & description of
maintenance stages
• Trouble shooting
• Battery components & accessories

Advanced training course:
Operation & Maintenance
Battery fundamentals
Operation and
maintenance
• Battery architecture and description
• Battery capacity & service testing
(“Open-circuit” voltage, capacity,
insulation)
• Practical on the job training
• Conduct a charge & discharge at
constant current
• Preventive and corrective
maintenance
• Manufacturing process: factory tour

1 day training package

2 day training package

Code: FD – RAIL – Ni-Cd

Code: OM – RAIL – Ni-Cd

*For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France
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Standby Ni-Cd batteries
Our training program aims to provide professional with fundamental and/or advanced skills on how to install, operate
and maintain Ni-Cd batteries for backup standby applications.

Audience

Place

Saft’s customers and partners operating
in back up standby applications such
as refineries, power plants, onshore or offshore oil & gas production sites, electrical
substations, airport or building infrastructure

- At Saft sites: Oskarshamn (Sweden),
Bordeaux* (France) and North Haven
(USA)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
Basic training course:
Battery fundamentals
Battery fundamentals
• Battery technologies:
- Pocket plate (Standard and Recombining)
- Sintered/PBE (Plastic Bonded Electrode)
• Battery electrical characteristics:
- Charging characteristics
- Battery discharge
• Water consumption and ventilation
• Overview of battery sizing, battery
installation & commissioning, safety rules
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Advanced training course:
Operation & Maintenance
Battery fundamentals
Operation and
maintenance
• Battery capacity & service testing
• Manufacturing process: factory tour
• Battery maintenance &
troubleshooting
• Practical on the job training

1 day training package

2 day training package

Code: FD – STA – Ni-Cd

Code: OM – OM – STA – Ni-Cd

*For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France

Telecom Ni-Cd & Li-ion batteries
Our training program aims to provide general guidance and instructions to perform efficient operation & maintenance
of telecom Ni-Cd and/or Li-ion battery systems.

Audience

Place

Saft’s customers and partners operating in
typical telecom applications such as central
offices, remote terminals and cellular base
stations for both on-grid or stand-alone sites

- At Saft sites: Bordeaux* (France),
Valdosta (USA) and Jacksonville (USA)
- At customer’s own location

Course topics
Ni-Cd training course Tel.X

Operation and
Maintenance
• Saft presentation
• Technology comparison Lead
versus Ni-Cd
• Safety
• Installation
• Trouble shooting

Li-ion training course Evolion®
Operation and
Maintenance
• Delivery
• Storage
• Commissioning
• Installation
• Operation
• Communicating
• Trouble shooting
• Upgrading internal software Evolion®
• Install Evolion® I&C software
• Demo of I&C software

1 day training package
Code: OM – TEL – Ni-Cd

Battery practical
• Li-ion battery practical
• Installation and hands on
• Power and communication cabling
• Functional tests
• Manufacturing process: factory tour
(when training done at Saft’s sites)

2 day training package
*For training sessions only in Bordeaux, France

Code: OM – TEL – Li-ion
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Practical information
Training session languages
- English or local language on demand

Number of participants
- Sessions from 4-10 people

Dates & prices
For more information on schedule
and prices, you can contact your local
Saft representative and download the
registration form on our website
http://www.saftbatteries.com (section Solutions/Support & services)

The training was professionally delivered and
covered a wide range of
topics from the battery
design and architecture
to auxiliary components.
I highly recommend it to
other businesses.
A Distribution System
Operator (DSO) in Italy
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Meeting with the technical Saft experts gave me
a better understanding
of preventive maintenance and its technical
impact on our battery
performance.
System engineer
at a transportation
engineering division

We feel safer and
more confident with
Saft’s Li-ion technology
for the A350 battery
after this training.
Airline battery shop
technician

Your partner in training
wherever you are

Head office

Saft site: engineering, manufacturing & service

Saft sales network

Saft training at a glance
• Battery training courses for both Ni-Cd & Li-ion technologies
on all type of storage applications
• Training programs for end-users & OEMs
• Saft SAS France, an officially registered training organization

• 30+ Saft expert trainers worldwide
• 90+ training sessions delivered each year
• 800+ trainees from 90 companies trained each year
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Saft, a global partner you can rely on
Saft is your highly responsive, competent and trustworthy partner.
Going back over a century, ranging from civil and military applications through stationary, telecommunications, railways, hybrid
and electric vehicles, energy storage systems, space, defence, aviation and marine, Saft has proven global expertise.
Our deep knowledge of the market segments we operate means we can tailor our battery systems and services precisely to meet
your individual needs and overall market trends.
Saft focuses on delivering high-quality systems that incorporate world leading innovation and design expertise. Our services have
been developed to the same exact standards.

Saft

12, rue Sadi Carnot
93170 Bagnolet - France
Tel. : +33 1 49 93 19 18
Fax : +33 1 49 93 19 64
www.saftbatteries.com
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